Forwarded herewith is a communication from the U.S. Patent Office dated 2 May 1944 concerning your patent application S.N. 107,244, filed 23 October 1936, entitled "Cryptographs". Since this application was placed under the three year rule of 35 U.S.C. 37, an amendment will not become due in this case until 2 May 1947.

Leonard W. Friedman

Donald K. Lippincott
Lieutenant Colonel, Signal Corps
Patents & Inventions Counsel, Legal Division
SPSLG-3a Ext. 3702
5 May 1944
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Approved for Release by NSA on 11-21-2013 pursuant to E.O. 13526.
Please find below a communication from the EXAMINER in charge of this application.

Responsive to the amendment of Feb. 12, 1944:

The claims now in the case are 2 - 15.

Claims 2, 4 - 8, 11 - 14 appear to be allowable.

Claim 3 would appear allowable if the indefiniteness of "electrically associated" were avoided. So far as the claim sets out the electrical association is immaterial. The Hebern pawls and the like effect permutative and step-wise displacements just as well as they could do if the parts were in electrical association. This is true since claim 4 seems to set out an operative device without the presence of electrical association of parts. Claim 4 appears to be allowable and claim 3 is rejected as unpatentable over claim 4 in the electrical association criticized which has been added to the matter allowable in claim 4.

Claim 9 would appear allowable if significance were given to "electrically related" and commutators. It is thought that a commutator can be wholly mechanical.

Claim 10 would appear allowable if "aperiodic" were qualified. If the machine is run long enough the same arrangement as the original will be set up.

Claim 11 appears allowable as stated above.

Claim 15 is again rejected for reasons of record.

Since an issue has been reached, this rejection is made final.

This is a FINAL REJECTION.
If and when the application mentioned on page 2, lines 1 - 3 has become a patent the identifying data thereof should be added; provided this application is still pending.

Examiner.